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A website that is truly international in scope and aims
to inspire and share knowledge throughout the
equestrian world.  
Welcome to our world of inspiration, art, interior,
fashion, horse culture and genuine horse people. 
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Even though our horse interests are sometimes different, our
dedication and passion for horses are genuinely the same,
and this is what equestrianism is all about.  

EQUILIFE hopes to serve as a source of deeper insight
by introducing carefully selected interview objects who
have the gift to inspire others through their stories,
knowledge, training and general life-philosophy, and
certainly, their lives with horses. 

READER  PROFILE

Our readers are consumers concerned with quality, constantly 
searching for new ideas, motivation, deep inspiration, advice and 
knowledge. They have a great passion for horses and equestrian sport, 
which characterizes their lifestyle both at home and when traveling to 
shows, and also in their choice of products for themselves and their 
horses. Their typical age is between 25 and 45, both sexes.  

CONTENT MARKETING 

By the use of our high-quality journalists, photographers, Art 
Directors and video creators we will write your company promotional 
story, and get it published on our webpage to be shared through our 
social media channels. Further on, we assist you in reaching publicity 
through extern media channels and social media platforms around the 
world to gain maximum readerships and views. As if that’s not enough 
- you receive the product for your own use to be published on your 
company webpage.  

In a culture 
obsessed with 
measuring 
talent and 
ability, we 
often overlook 
the important 
role of 
inspiration. 

M E D I A K I T  2 0 1 8

Advert 1 month: 1000 euros 

Advert 3 months 2000 euros 

Advert 6 months: 3000 euros 

Advert 12 months: 6000 euros

Content marketing included with 

6 & 12 months advertisement

Monthly Instagram post included

For advertising & content marketing enquiries 
contact therese@equilife.no


